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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we outline a large-scale recommendation system capable of suggesting online communities that may be
interesting to visitors of a given community. Recommendations use spatial calculations computed on a matrix of
latent topics derived from dimensionality reduction against
a sparse set of deep natural language features. We extract
the features for this algorithm using a distributed text processing pipeline managed in the cloud. Experimental testing
using a random sampling of users shows a statistically significant increase in engagement against the current baseline
for wikis recommended using this system, as well against an
information retrieval-based approach.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.7 [Natural Langauge Processing]: Text Analysis; H.3.3
[Information Storage and Retrieval]: Selection Process;
H.3.4 [Systems and Software]: Distributed Systems
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Dynamically serving content-based recommendations is
an important aspect of servicing communities at high scale.
Recommending contextually similar communities along the
long tail should increase engagement, improve discovery, and
provide a more desirable user experience. We service more
engaging recommendations to our top 5,000 English communities, which represent two-thirds of our English content,
by using cues from from deep natural language features extracted from the content hosted on each community.

1.1

Background
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Wikia uses the MediaWiki platform to provide hosting
for wiki-based communities of any subject matter. These
communities are individually referred to as wikias. Over
400,000 communities focused in the areas of entertainment,
gaming, and lifestyle content are hosted on this platform,
in over 70 languages. These communities are responsible
for over 30 million pages of content, over half of which is in
English.
Advertising is Wikia’s core source of revenue. The platform hosts over 2 billion monthly pageviews. Wikia is a
Quantcast Top 25 company.
Recommendations are presently provided in a module page
entitled ”Around the Wikia Network”. In the past, these
recommendations have been powered by presenting a randomized grouping of wikias belonging to the same vertical
as the present wikia in question. Wikias to be presented
in this module are hand-selected as being representative of
that specific vertical. Wikia classifies its communities into
three main verticals: Entertainment, Gaming, and Lifestyle.

1.2

Increasing User Engagement

User engagement is important to Wikia for two reasons. It
is primarily beneficial to users to interact with content that
is important to them. As part of Wikia’s business interest,
user engagement is interpreted as a predictor of pageviews.
Consequently, we assume pageviews are a predictor of revenue via ad impressions and clicks. We define user engagement as average pageviews per session.
We assert that user engagement can be improved on Wikia
by improving the wiki recommendations in the existing ”Around
Wikia’s Network” module. Furthermore, we posit that wikias
that are more relevant to the content of the community in
question will serve as a better data source for recommendations than randomized hand-curated communities belonging
to the same vertical.

2.

IMPLEMENTATION

In order to provide content-oriented recommendations, we
use deep natural language features extracted from our text
processing pipeline. These features serve as the input for
topic modeling, which serves to reduce dimensionality and
identify affinities between sets of words. Spatial computations are then used on the topic values of each wiki to determine similarity.
Spatial similarity against topic models has been shown to
serve as an effective means of improving recommendation
quality. The unsupervised nature of the learning model we

choose has been shown to be particularly effective in identifying similarities amongst documents for large-scale social
platforms. Concrete instances based on such a platform can
vary in their subject matter, and users are responsible for
generating their own ontologies. This makes it an especially
difficult problem for supervised or rule-based approaches. [2]

skewed by its frequency across the wikia. That is, we observe
a feature in a document once if it only appears once in that
wikia, and twenty times if it appears a total of twenty times
across all documents in that wikia.
We build these document instances for 5,000 of the most
popular English-language wikias. These wikias represent
two thirds of all English-language content. This implies a
worst-case problem space of 12.5 million unique features.
2.1 Text Processing Pipeline
We generate a topic model out of these instances via LaWikia’s text processing pipeline employs Stanford CoreNLP
tent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). The generative model is
to transform raw text into XML files containing deep natural
built using the gensim Python library, which is capable of
language data.[4] The assets of these XML files include partof-speech-tags, syntactic parses, dependency parses, coreference- distributed computation for improved performance over high
scale. [10] The desired model is defined as containing 999
resolved named entities, and per-sentence sentiment. Data
topics. We perform statistical pre-processing to determine
from these XML files are extracted and used as features for
and remove 300 ”stop” features, using a Borda ranking of
a topic model, in the case of this recommendation system.
statistical value and entropy. [16] We also use features of
[15] [14] [11] [3] [9] [7] [6] [8] [12]
the software library to filter extreme instances while mainWikitext for each article is parsed into HTML upon each
taining a minimum set of features. We specify withholding a
edit. Upon creation or update, Wikia’s search indexing
minimum set of 100,000 features. We are therefore reducing
pipeline indexes data about the article, including its raw
the dimensionality of this pre-processed problem space by
text. Raw text is extracted from parsed HTML using a
two orders of magnitude, compared to its worst case.
DOM parser. This raw text serves as the data source for
The result of running LDA on our learning set is a sparse
the parser.
matrix
of values ranged 0 to 1 for 999 different topics. These
Data is transported from within Wikia’s internal network
topics represent probability distributions over groupings of
to be computed on Amazon Web Services. This platform
words. They allow us to express a document as a discrete
provides APIs and interfaces to elastically scale resources
point in hyper-dimensional Euclidean space.
such as storage and computing in an automated fashion.
This allows us to initiate, monitor, and manage computa2.3 Similarity by Distance
tions from exclusively within our own network.
As we can now express each document as a point in hyperWe use a modification of the Stanford CoreNLP pipeline
dimensional space, we can use spatial distance calculations
that supports the polling of a directory of flat files of raw
to express the similarity of one document in the set to all
text, attaching an available thread in a set pool to each
other documents in the set. We use the cosine distance metfile. Our modification allows the inclusion of additional files
ric available in SciPy to calculate similarity between each
during parse time. This is important because bootstrapping
document based on the values of their respective topics. [5]
time for the full suite of features used can take upwards of
We improve the performance of this calculation against the
five minutes on an Amazon Elastic Cloud Computing (EC2)
Cartesian square by indexing nonzero values for a document
m2.4xlarge instance. A separate script is responsible for
to determine whether one document shares any nonzero toppolling a queue of compressed batches of files, downloading
ics with another.
and decompressing the batch, and adding it to the folder
For each document, we calculate distance only against
polled by the parser. Completed parses are output as XML
those documents which share at least one nonzero topic value
and uploaded to Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3).
in common. We retain a set of 20 documents in ascending
Upon completion of a parse, events are added to a queue
cosine distance as the set of recommendations. These docindicating a specific XML file has been added or changed. A
ument’s IDs are then stored in a location accessible to the
data extraction pipeline also hosted on EC2 consumes these
Wikia application platform for that article at the time of a
events. This pipeline stores pre-cached, denormalized reprerequest.
sentations of data points extracted from the XML file. This
data includes counts of named entities – including pronom2.4 Similarity by Common Subjects
inal cases of coreference – and counts of specific semantic
heads. Named entities are cross-referenced with titles and
We also explored an alternate method of providing recredirects for that specific wiki for higher relevance to the onommendations, using an approach based on information retology built by the community. These high-quality named
trieval heuristics. This approach surfaced the top results
entities and all syntactic heads are aggregated at the wiki
for a cross-wikia search based on the current wikia’s core
level, with counts recorded. These serve as data sources for
subject matter.
our topic modeling step.
Wikia’s communities are centered around a shared topic
of interest. The names of each wikia are generally highly
2.2 Topic Modeling
aligned to these topics. However, numerous high-quality
Topic modeling allows us to define a document as a point
wikias use names that do not necessarily indicate the main
in N-dimensional Euclidean space. [13] It also allows us
topic of discussion. For example, The Dr. Who Wikia refers
to reduce dimensionality and pre-compute relationships beto itself as ”Tardis Data Core”, and The Lord of the Rings
tween words into probability distributions over their co-occurence Wikia refers to itself as ”One Wiki To Rule Them All”.
in a given set of wikias.
We employ a heuristic against data used to power Wikia’s
We define a single document in this step as a given wiki,
cross-wikia search functionality to identify the subject of a
defined by its top 50 most frequent entities and top 50 most
wikia. These features include a wikia’s canonical URL (and
frequent semantic heads. The distribution of these values is
any redirect URLs), its site name, its headline, the wikia’s

description. For the main page of that wikia, we use the
article title, the content, and its HTML title. We also use
the most popular titles and categories for that wikia. Each
of these features are fields which a candidate subject may
appear in.
Short-form data such as titles, categories, and information from the URL is normalized. Long-form data, such as
descriptions are parsed, and all noun phrases are extracted
and normalized. The normalized phrases are stored in a
hash, keying their normalized forms to their original versions. These values serve as candidates for a wikia’s subject.
For each candidate phrase, we score 0 or 1 based on setmembership for fields containing a single term and apply a
min-max scaled term frequency score for fields with multiple terms. Scores for each candidate phrase are calculated
and multiplied by numeric weights for each field. Preference
is given to the data from the page title and canonical hostname. We sum the score against each field for each candidate
and sort candidates by score descending. We consider the
highest-scoring candidate to be the subject of that wikia.
Given a wikia’s subject of interest, we perform a cross-wiki
search using that term and surface those results – excluding
the current wikia – as a candidate recommendation set.

3.

METHODOLOGY

In order to test the success of our candidate recommendation systems, we ran A/B tests against four equally sized,
randomized groups of users. The groups then received different recommendations in the ”Around Wikia’s Network”
module.
Group A consists of one row of three recommendations
based purely on a cross-wikia search against the subject of
the current wikia. Group B consists of three recommendations based purely on topic distance. Group C combines
groups A and B by displaying two rows of three recommendations – one based on cross-wikia search, and one based on
topic distance. Group D serves as our control group, displaying the current treatment of three hand-selected wikias
in the same vertical as the current wikia.
1% of traffic to the top 5,000 English wikias was withheld for random assignment one of the above four groups.
The A/B test was run on the selected groups for five days
between April 14th, 2014 and April 18th, 2014. After the
test period completed, we calculated analysis of variance
(ANOVA), Bonferroni and Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) tests for pairwise comparisons against the
four groups.

4.

RESULTS

Analysis of variance of the three experimental groups against
the control group shows a distinct support for the test group
using recommendations solely generated by cosine distance
against topics.
As shown in Figure 1, users in Group B, who were shown

recommendations based solely on cosine distance against
LDA topics, showed a 13% increase in pageviews per session against the control group. For pairwise comparisons,
we applied ANOVA to the behavior of each group at an
hour-by-hour window. This calculation showed the increase
in Group B against the control group (Group D) to be statistically significant (P < 0.01).
We can extrapolate the effect of implementing the recommendations in Group B for our top 5,000 English wikias
alone as having a possible impact on the order of hundreds
of thousands of additional pageviews per week.
Much of these improvements appear to be from users who
visit Wikia regularly. We can see this by cross-referencing
pageviews per session by session per user. For visitors with
200 or more sessions during the five-day period of the experiment, we see 17% increase in pageviews per session for
Group B, yielding a 70% increase in pageviews when compared to the Group C in total.
Interestingly, for visitors with fewer sessions, search-based
recommendations (Group A) seem to have a slight edge. As
sessions per user increases, the combined method (Group
C) shortly takes precedence over both experimental groups,
until Group B overtakes both. A possible explanation for
this trend is that users with fewer sessions tend to arrive
at Wikia via search engine, and may only be interested in
topics highly relevant to their initial topic of interest. Highfrequency users may be more willing to explore Wikia’s platform, but might lack the ability to discover communities for
which they lack awareness. Users in the middle may not
yet be aware of other communities that are highly relevant
to their pre-existing interests. High-frequency users may already be aware of these communities, but perhaps not those
wikias which share certain latent features.

5.

FUTURE WORK

Personalizing recommendations based on user path behavior may serve to further improve engagement. Implementing a time-varying user model against our deep language
data source could allow for personalized predictions highly
aligned with both community content and user behavior. [1]
We also plan to apply this model to individual pages as well
as video content.

6.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have outlined a method for using spatial
calculations against topics generated from natural language
features to identify similar communities of possible interest
to a visitor based on subject matter and content. We accomplish this using a distributed, cloud-based pipeline including
assets responsible for text parsing, parse data extraction,
dimensionality reduction, and spatial calculations. Each of
these components has been designed and implemented for
processing gigabytes of data while distilling the most contextually valuable information at each stage. Using this approach, we achieve an improvement in engagement which
we believe will provide a direct impact to revenue through
advertising clicks and impressions.

Figure 1: Results of Experiment on Each Test Group
Group
A
B
C
D

Visitors
23,747
24,082
23,747
21,842

Sessions
4,293
4,361
3,767
3,997

Pageviews
20,741
23,825
18,790
19,287

Pageviews/Session
4.83
5.46
4.99
4.83
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